
Last Headline ☹

❖ WSJ article: 

❖ http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-economys-hidden-problem-were-out-of-big-ideas-1481042066

http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-economys-hidden-problem-were-out-of-big-ideas-1481042066


Why humanities?

Isaac Newton G. F. HandelCharles Dickens

If Newton had never lived, nothing about our lives would be different!
If Dickens had never lived, what would we watch — along with the “Grinch” — at Christmas?

I am in awe!



https://itun.es/us/-mhoH?i=557347648

❖ https://itun.es/us/6O3g9?i=1025212410

Out of ideas! (nonsense!)

https://itun.es/us/-mhoH%3Fi=557347648
https://itun.es/us/6O3g9%3Fi=1025212410


Standard lab device applied to cooking



Out of ideas… nonsense

Jonathan Larson
Lin-Manuel Miranda

Steven Rosenberg



(just a few of) My Favorite 
(transport) Things..

Mark J. McCready



First some of (my) culture

❖ That was Tony Bennett with Count Basie and his 
Orchestra 

❖ (also of Blazing Saddles fame!)



First some of (my) culture

❖ We could also try Woody Herman:

❖ This song is from The Sound of Music… 

❖ Mary Poppins is a much better movie



First (my) culture

❖ Mozart…. Lloyd - Webber

❖ Copland…. John Williams



Wizard of Oz

❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1W3v7TLQV6w

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=1W3v7TLQV6w


Juxtaposition



More Culture



Ice growth on trees

Nucleation!



Two layer laminar flow

❖ It is easy to solve a laminar flow with two different 
liquids flowing.

❖ Suppose one of them is much more viscous than the 
other.  

❖ We normally expect that the pressure drop increases as 
the flowrate increases…..



http://ndcbechair.blogspot.com/mjm@nd.edu

Increasing flow of water decreases pressure drop

• Increasing flowrate decreases pressure drop

3 P oil w/water
Stratified flow

Rewater

http://ndcbechair.blogspot.com
http://nd.edu


Dimensionless numbers — applied broadly



What could be better than…

❖ A large muffin…

❖ Why not even bigger?  
Can we decide if this is 
possible?

❖ Of course, use the 
“cooking number”



Cooking Number

❖ Nmb = ratio of time scales:  outside reaction/inside 
heating

❖ “mb” for Mario Batali…



mjm@nd.edu http://www.nd.edu/~mjm http://www.nd.edu/~chegdept 19

Interior heating

– A cooking time scale for the interior of something is
•

• in this equation k is the thermal conductivity, r is the density, Cp is 
the heat capacity and l is the length scale of the object.  

http://nd.edu
http://www.nd.edu/~mjm
http://www.nd.edu/~mjm
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Surface cooking
– The surface time scale can be the chemical reaction time scale.  The 

exterior cooking could be a chemical reaction time scale for 
dehydrolysis (removal of water from sugars and starches)  If we 
have

• Rate = K C
– where C is the concentration for a first order reaction and K is the 

first order rate constant (usually otherwise a lower case k).

http://nd.edu
http://www.nd.edu/~mjm
http://www.nd.edu/~mjm
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Cooking (continued)

• The (interior to exterior) cooking ratio is:

• Expectation is that for a certain food, this number 
is universal.  That is, for a bigger muffin you 
would have to use a cooler oven.

http://nd.edu
http://www.nd.edu/~mjm
http://www.nd.edu/~mjm


How about a cancer “tumor”?

❖ Can we use transport and reaction analysis for this 
situation?



mjm@nd.edu http://www.nd.edu/~mjm http://cbe.nd.edu 34

The fundamental nature of chemical engineering models allows broad 
application

Transport Phenomena and Reaction Engineering

From a paper in the  journal 
“Cancer Research”,2003 by 
two Chemical Engineers

http://nd.edu
http://www.nd.edu/~mjm
http://nd.edu
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Ideas for this analysis originated in about 
1960

35

The Shrinking Core!

http://nd.edu
http://www.nd.edu/~mjm
http://nd.edu


Cancer:  Shrinking core



The Canadian Brass “guy” likes the other Bach g-minor Fugue



Boundary Layer Theory
❖ We made some progress for the drag on a plate with a simple calculation

❖ This is easily extended to heat and mass transfer giving more meaning to the 
various correlations!



Same shooting method



von Karman “viscous” pump
❖ Amazingly, this problem can be reduced to a set of ode’s with a similarity 

variable.

❖ These are likewise solved by shooting and the heat/mass transfer can be included!



Common Man in Josey Wales

❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3Oa2tLrWqY

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=C3Oa2tLrWqY


LaPlace Transform solution for transient plate startup



“High tech” Industry

❖ Pick your favorite chemical reactor!



mjm@nd.edu http://www.nd.edu/~mjm http://cbe.nd.edu 7

Cartoon of “Cat Cracker”

http://nd.edu


REACTION TIME SCALES FOR 
DIFFERING ACTIVATION 

ENERGY



INDUSTRIAL CATALYSTS
Industrial catalysts operate in the same nominal rate range



SIMPLEST PROCESS ECONOMICS
•We might start with a need or desire to produce a certain mass of product per year.

• Immediately we would do a calculation on the expected revenue from such production, 
$/year

• The next calculation would be cost to produce

• in this equation r is density, V is reactor volume and k is the first order reaction constant, 
“space-time” ~ k

• If k is too small, then V will be too big for the process to be economical  this is (at least 
at the moment) a problem with cellulosic ethanol.

•Note that you can increase “k” by increasing temperature, there is a limit because this 
can cost more (unless the reaction is very exothermic) or because the molecules 
decompose.



http://ndcbechair.blogspot.com/

Rise of oxygen (why we breath 
air!)

Aerobic digestion is 17 
times more energetic 

than anaerobic digestion

All of this oxygen comes 
from 

various kinds of plant 
growth

Two classes of reactions that use 
glucose

http://ndcbechair.blogspot.com


http://ndcbechair.blogspot.com/http://chemeprof.com/

Importance of dimensionless numbers

Reynolds number:

Another number

http://ndcbechair.blogspot.com
http://chemeprof.com


http://ndcbechair.blogspot.com/http://chemeprof.com/

Dimensionless Confucius Proverb

He who knows not and knows he knows not is a 
child, teach him, Cr~1

He who knows not and knows not he knows not is 
a fool, shun him, Cr<<1

He who knows and knows not he knows is asleep, 
awaken him, Cr>>1

He who knows and knows he knows is wise, follow 
him Cr~1

http://ndcbechair.blogspot.com
http://chemeprof.com


Some take-away messages…
❖ Even as you are learning new topics it is interesting to 

see how the ideas can be applied in different 
situations and how different fields of inquiry are (or 
could be with some imagination) linked!

❖ (intent of some of HW!)

❖ Because Hans was correct…

❖ The more you know, the better engineer you will 
be!

❖ It is 18 months to graduation, I wish you the best and 
hope that you will enjoy every minute!



The End

❖ Mozart:  Great(est of all) c minor Mass(es): Gloria

❖ Bach:  Christmas Oratorio:No.64 Choral: "Nun Seid Ihr 
Wohl Gerochen"


